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Prestige For wonderful moments  
at home

Sleep more peacefully than ever before – in a bed from the  

suite eMotion range. These beds offer you a completely new  

level of comfort, whatever activity you want to enjoy. Read a  

book in a more comfortable position, watch television in a  

relaxed manner or dream comfortably with your eyes open.

For wonderful moments at home, suite eMotion offers you the  

perfect lying and sitting positions. This is made possible by a  

unique concept: the individually adjustable mattress base ›floats‹  

on a foundation that is height-adjustable. It is underpinned by  

almost invisible technology. Each position perfectly supports  

the contours of your body and can be easily adjusted using the  

MotionGuide® controls. The suite eMotion also spoils you with  

the comfort of your favourite armchair.

Prestige is one of three attractive design lines in the suite eMotion  

range. Sensuous materials and luxurious details make Prestige  

an exquisite item for your bedroom. You will love it.

›With my suite eMotion,  
I’ve created an oasis of  
relaxation. It’s incredibly  
comfortable in any position –  
and also looks amazing.‹

1 Thanks to the flexible LED reading light, you can get light exactly where you need it.
2 A subtle night light can be activated whenever desired.
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Avantgarde Beds that offer new  
possibilities

Avantgarde is the name of the second design line in the  

suite eMotion range. With its clear lines, it brings modern  

elegance and a maximum of comfort and adjustability to  

the bedroom.

Work on your laptop or telephone in comfort – the individually  

selectable sitting position makes all this possible. The bed can  

also be easily controlled via a smartphone or tablet. In the  

double bed the mattress bases are separately adjustable so  

that one partner can already sleep undisturbed while the other  

is still surfing the internet using the chair position. And when  

your device’s battery needs recharging, this can easily be done  

via the integrated USB connection.

Love breakfast in bed together? Then adjust the flat lying  

position with the MotionGuide® to your favourite position using  

the intuitive controls and enjoy a romantic moment together. The  

bed also offers a lot of space for a cozy start into the Sunday  

with the whole family. The suite eMotion will quickly become the  

centrepiece of every apartment.

1 The first-rate finish and various design details are wonderful highlights.
2 You can charge your smartphone or tablet via the integrated USB connection.
3 The MotionGuide® control unit can also be used as a mobile unit.
4 The mattress bases of the double bed are individually adjustable.
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Comfort of the highest order
Enjoy Chalet-style living – the third design line will seduce you  

with its charm and style.

As with every model in the suite eMotion range, Chalet also  

offers special comfort features. Simply let the mattress base  

›float‹ in the air. It makes changing the bed sheets very easy.  

In addition, you can pack a suitcase much more comfortably  

at this height.

You can of course also adjust the bed to the ideal height for you  

to get in and out. For this, the MotionGuide® control is always  

there, wherever you need it.
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Chalet

1 Invisible technology lifts the mattress base to hip height. 
2 The unique MotionGuide® is perfect for operating the keys, it provides support  
 in the form of a stable handle and is a beautiful, integral part of the bed’s design. 
3 The harmoniously coordinated materials suit every living environment. 



Both mattresses were designed exclusively for 

suite eMotion. They guarantee consistent and  

luxurious comfort when sitting or lying – no matter 

which position you set the bed to. The specially 

tailored materials mean the mattress always adjusts  

smoothly to your body. You can tilt the mattress base 

to extreme angles without any problems. Only top-

quality, perfectly coordinated materials are used. 

All sizes on this page  
are approximate.

The HR foam mattress allows you to sink in perfectly, 

moulds precisely to your body  and provides highly 

effective support. The pocket-sprung mattress moves 

harmoniously in balance with your body.

HR foam mattress

total height 20 cm

Core

 special indentations/grooves on the underside of the seven-zone  

  basic core for a mattress base that adapts perfectly to your body

Cover 2 climate control fibre  

  (71 % polyester, 29 % lyocell) 

 

 

Hardness  
grade

Two mattress concepts, one result:  
dreamlike comfort for perfect relaxation

Comfort overlay Comfort overlay

Seven-zone basic core 
with perforations 

Basic core perforations 

Pocket-sprung mattress

total height 22 cm

Core 

  (height 10 cm)

Cover 2 climate control fibre  

  (71 % polyester, 29 % lyocell) 

 

 

Hardness  
grade

18 cm 20 cm

Special indentations and grooves

Notches for even distribution of pressure 
and strong air circulation 

Notches for even distribution of pressure 
and strong air circulation

Seven-zone pocket-sprung core

Seven-zone basic core  
with 3-D indentations

Great selection, great effect:  
our high-quality upholstery fabrics and leather
Stiegelmeyer commissioned a renowned manufacturer to create  

the beautiful materials for the suite eMotion range. The upholstery 

fabrics for the body and headrest have been developed by  

JAB ANSTOETZ, which also makes the duvet covers and pillows  

in a range of sensuous colours and patterns. You can freely select 

the fabric or leather for your suite eMotion bed, allowing you to design 

your completely personal dream bed and integrate it perfectly into 

your home. You will be amazed by the top-quality fabrics and leathers, 

which are pleasant to touch, robust and durable. Your retailer has 

the entire collection of fabrics and leathers available and would be 

happy to advise you.

suite eMotion 
mattress sizes  
Single and double bed

suite eMotion  
bed sizes 
 

Single bed

Double bed

A selection of  
our wide-ranging 

collection of fabrics 
and leather



Showroom at the company headquarters in Herford

There are more than 115 years of expertise in healthy sleeping  

incorporated into each suite eMotion. Stiegelmeyer, the family  

company from eastern Westphalia, has been in existence since 

1900. From the very beginning, the company has been characte- 

rised by the family’s wish to create functional and high-quality beds  

that offer people the highest level of comfort and quality of life. 

Stiegelmeyer is particularly proud of the development of the  

suite eMotion bed range. It combines innovativeness, uncom- 

promising quality standards and trailblazing design. They are  

beds with unique comfort functions.

The suite eMotion shows exactly what drives Stiegelmeyer: the  

joy of opening up a new dimension of relaxation and comfort to 

discerning people.

Look forward to your suite eMotion from Stiegelmeyer.

115 years of expertise  
in healthy sleeping

The bed collection suite eMotion  
offers you unique comfort functions:

1 patented bed foundation with swivel function  

 and height adjustability

2  automatic backrest recline adjustment for greater  

 sitting comfort as part of patented mattress base

3  patent-protected MotionGuide® –  

 adjustable to three positions

4  memory button for personal favourite settings 

 with ›night design‹

5  can be controlled via smartphone or tablet

6  very clear, intuitive keypad that can easily be removed

7  USB connection with charging function on bed

8  bed lights as integrated source of light that are  

 always automatically in the right position

9  subtle night light can be activated
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